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Our year group training days for 2020-2021 have been adapted both in format and content to reflect the
current educational needs in response to COVID-19 (including the summer 2020 lockdown and
subsequent blended learning approach being adopted by schools).

We broke our traditional training day into four sessions: two mathematics and two English sessions.
Participants attended their first mathematics and English in Autumn 1 and then attended the second
session in Autumn 2. Participants were encouraged to engage in a gap task focused on applying the CPD
delivered and its impact. The training was delivered online.

This report shares our findings and approaches to addressing the gaps in learning for Mathematics and
Science in Year 1. The overarching aim is achieving equity in education for all. In Autumn 2020 it was
important to identify what was missed learning; where the gap was between where a cohort should be
and where it was due to missed learning and where gaps had arisen due to conceptual understanding.

The overall aims for the session 1 were:
 Understanding where to begin in order to plan effectively for your pupils
 Growing familiarity with the Year 2 National Curriculum requirements for Mathematics
 Raise awareness of the DfE Mathematics Guidance June 2020 and how it can support teaching
and learning 2020-21
 Exploring what ‘on-track’ looks like for end of Autumn, Spring and Summer Terms
 Developing planning to meet the expectations of the year group through active engagement and
meaningful learning experiences
The key messages explored in session 1, which also formed the focus of the gap task were:
• The unique child and their journey so far
• Transition from Year EYFS to Year 1 -different curriculums
• Assessment for Learning
• Lesson structure. Using Rosenshine’s principles of instruction from theory to practice to close the
gaps
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Session 1 Overview
At the beginning of the Session 1 Staff answered the question- How are you feeling currently?

Staff began by reflecting on their successes and their concerns
Successes
 Allowing children to return but to the EYFS curriculum and Learning environment has allowed
everyone to settle back to school.
 No tears!
 Children demonstrating resilience to the changes
 Attitude for learning is quickly being readdressed
 Home learning
 Use of fiction and non-fiction as starting points for maths eg Superworm? Counting in 2’s, 5’s and
10’s.
 Reactivating the use of manipulatives
 Children are happy to be back
 Summer Term spent planning for the return and how the school would catch up on missed learning
 Transition has been smooth
 For first Autumn Term we are focusing on supporting children returning to school- this is going well,
children seem on the whole happy to be back
 Following the EYFS curriculum in Autumn 1, which we will review and then decide how far this will
be extended
 The implementation of the DfE Guidance, which makes the Ready to progress statements really
useful. Also the key learning allows us to focus on key aspects/strands. Like the identified language
and assessment as well.
 Focusing on the key number facts so far
 Greater sense of we are all in this together, collaborative working much better
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We have a Mathematics Recovery curriculum planned
Have just began identifying interventions for the children in need and PP children
Working closely with the Reception teacher so increasing my pedagogy

Concerns





















If we are addressing the missed learning and the gaps- when do we teach the Year 1 curriculum
Children not as resilient as before. Stamina needs to be increased
How do we catch up?
Where to begin?
If bubbles /classes burst how do we cope? What about TA’s being off for C19?
What about staff being ill- impact on learning
How do we re-engage with the children? Activate the positive mind-sets
How do we use manipulatives every day put stop the spread of C-19
I don’t know the EYFS curriculum- feeling swamped
Deficit in language, big regression.
Do I focus on Fluency only or do I try to weave in Reasoning and Problem Solving?
Lots of time given over to wellbeing and phonics
A lot of maths strands in Year R are covered in Summer Term
DfE Guidance should we be using it?
Will Ofsted be expecting the DfE guidance to be in place
Amount of time spent washing hands and phonics
Not every child engaged in the remote/home school learning
How will we close the mathematical language gap? How do we close the gaps?
Gaps have widened
Interventions-When, How, Who!

The recovery Curriculum= Barry Carpenter
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Mathematical Wellbeing
“What we have taken into account first and foremost, is children’s mathematical well-being for future
learning. In other words, what matters most• Building children’s confidence
• Their willingness to have a go
• Their mathematical self-esteem and enjoyment
• Establishing firm relationships with the adults in school and with their families

Identifying the gaps- What are the barriers children face?
• Difficulties with numerosity – understanding how many
• Difficulties using words – grammar and sense making
 Communication, hearing and articulation
 Difficulties with attention and listening
 Memory
 Sequencing difficulties
 Motoric aspects of counting (direction, movement, counting of objects….)
 Attitude (anxiety, passivity etc….

First Steps
As a group we began to consider where the children were potentially in Reception March 2020 and
where they were aiming for in July 2021

Diagnostic Assessment – where are our children?
As a group we considered our expectations for learning in number for the Autumn term

For example thought about the expectations from the end of EYFS….The EYFS exemplification was
helpful….
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We then considered the DfE Mathematical guidance –Ready to Progress

Teachers found this helpful to focus their planning for the Autumn Term 2020. However before
launching into teaching Mathematical concepts the group felt there was a need to The most important aspect when the children returned to Year 1 was that routines, safety and well being were addressed.
 Children would not learn if they were anxious and stressed.
 Initially children struggled with sustained learning and it would have to be in bitesize pieces, which
were engaging and within their ability. It was felt it was not the time to stretch and challenge the
children (Unless they are ready for it).
 Nor was it time to use summative assessments. As Dylan Wiliam has stated now is the time for
assessment for learning not assessment of learning.
 So timetables needed adapting, and schools will have to be led by the children in their care. Schools
will need to respond to need. Some schools had 2 x 15 minutes sessions, others had a 2 x 20 minute
session and then aimed to extend the maths allocation as the term progressed.

So what needed to happen?
Assessment for Learning
• Frequent focused observations to identify children’s starting points and next steps in learning
• Large overlap with the EYFS curriculum and learning environment
• Low threshold, high ceiling activities (LTHC)
• Ensure mathematical ‘awe and wonder’. Hooking the children in/engaging them
• Story telling with a mathematical element

As the term progressed
•
•
•
•
•

Pre-teach to find starting points
Plan for common errors and misconceptions
Track errors in the moment
Be systematic and observant in checking responses- table by table, row by row
Instant feedback
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•
•
•
•
•

Note errors
Timely intervention - who needs additional support?
Same day keep up – when and who?
Motoric aspects of counting (direction, movement, counting of objects….)
Attitude (anxiety, passivity etc….

EEF - A tiered approach to 2020 –21 academic year planning
High-quality assessment is essential to great teaching, helping us understand what pupils have (or have
not) learned. Targeted diagnostic assessments can support teachers to monitor pupils’ progress,
particularly as they re-establish classroom routines and recover any learning loss.
It will be important to differentiate between learning that has been forgotten due to extended absence
from the classroom and material that hasn’t been learnt properly. Effective diagnostic assessments are
therefore rooted in classroom practice.
Missed Learning
Whatever long term plan schools were using in 2019-20, it will be worth checking what the missed
learning was in Year R. If schools were following White Rose Geometry-patterns, Addition and
Subtraction, Number and Place Value- counting to 20, Multiplication and Division- Doubling/ Halving and
Sharing and Odds and Evens, Measurement can all be regarded as missed learning. Schools will need to
plan a Year 1 curriculum which addresses these shortfalls.

However potentially the largest gaps will in language development and their ability to be an effective
learner. For some children they may be achieving in Mathematics but not truly effective learners overall.

When we feel children are ready to learn what support is there?
We need to consider a range of possibilities:
• teaching and learning- whole class, blended, complete distance
• Teaching and learning being led by teachers, support staff, family and individually/
no support
• What access families have to technology
• What prior learning had taken place, if any?
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In June 2020 the DfE issued their Mathematical Guidance.
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/teaching-mathematics-in-primary-schools

A survey of teachers attending the course suggested that some had to still engage fully
with the recommendations
Engagement with DfE Guidance June 2020

14

6

5

2

Vast majority of responses – I haven’t heard of it with a few
voting ‘heard of it’ and ‘heard and read’. With a small
minority embedding in planning as directed by subject leads

THEP strongly recommended that schools engaged fully and whilst the guidance is not
statutory it is excellent. Clear guidance is provided to support key core mathematical
concepts which need to be taught and understood so that children can progress
successfully in their mathematical journey. It supports teachers planning and teaching
when identifying missed learning and the pedagogy required to ensure children make
progress. THEP shared a document to support teachers accessing it and other relevant
support.
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Planning Support
Familiarise yourself with the DfE Maths Guidance Introduction



Download https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/teaching-mathematics-in-primary-schools
Watch the videos
 Introduction https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL6gGtLyXoeq-FMWk00AlcIPo3fhGmi03D This
explains the structure of the guidance
 The year group relevant to your cohort. This will explain
 Representations (and manipulatives) /teacher guidance
 Language
 Connections
 Assessment
 Calculation and Fluency
Year 1 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GZQC0duYGKk&list=PL6gGtLyXoeqFMWk00AlcIPo3fhGmi03D&index=2

Identify the strand to be taught eg Place Value on the Ready To Progress (RTP) Grid and click the blue hyperlink
which will take you to the specific guidance for your year group eg 1NPV1 for that strand.
The NCETM have produced a set of PPTs which supports your maths pedagogy
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/classroom-resources/exemplification-of-ready-toprogress-criteria/
This link opens up into a series of specific ppt. You can search according to Year
group which will allow you unpick all the learning for your year of you can search
by topic which will allow you unpick the prior learning from previous years as well
as the learning which belongs to your year group.

Once you are secure with the pedagogy you may wish to explore the series of videos which NCETM produced
https://www.ncetm.org.uk/in-the-classroom/support-for-schools-addressing-ongoing-coronavirus-impact/primaryvideo-lessons/
Or the videos produced by White Rose https://resources.whiterosemaths.com/resources/
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Mathematics from fiction books

Year 1 staff reported that following children’s interests that had mathematics possibilities
was a key way to re-engage pupils. Dinosaurs and Dragons are always popular!
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Another book the group used and developed mathematical explorations for was…….

The group felt the mathematical opportunities in Superworm for catching up on missed summer
term learning were rich.
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Teachers also raised how useful it was to search for any missed
learning opportunities that could be exploited. For example
standard and non-standard measures (Length of playdoh
Superworms!) which could then lead to statistics and the language
of comparison.
Who has the longest? How do we know?
Organise your ‘Superworms’ starting with the smallest to the
largest. Can you now make a ‘Superworm that would fit in between
these two?
Recovery Curriculum
Some schools reported that they had planned a recovery curriculum to address missed
learning eg

However other schools were using commercial schemes to support the teaching of the
missed learning from the Summer term

20

Some schools went on to plan for all
types of learning Recovery
Curriculum- Mowlem/ Marion
Richardson
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How can we close gaps ?
In Tom Sherringham’s books
Rosenshine’s principles in Action/
Practice they identify that teachers
need to focus principally upon planning
coherent sequences of lessons.
Some tasks help children to grasp key
ideas/concept/schemata, which over
the years they continue to develop
rather like a Russian doll or onion
which gains layers over time through
challenging their conceptual
understanding. Whilst some activities
break down calculations, other activities are prompts for generating discussion and
challenges for deepen learning.
Rosenshine’s 17 Principles are
1. Begin a lesson with a short review of previous learning.
2. Present new material in small steps with student practice after each
step.
3. Limit the amount of material students receive at one time.
4. Give clear and detailed instructions and explanations.
5. Ask a large number of questions and check for understanding.
6. Provide a high level of active practice for all students.
7. Guide students as they begin to practice.
8. Think aloud and model steps.
9. Provide models of worked-out problems.
10.Ask students to explain what they have learned.
11.Check the responses of all students.
12.Provide systematic feedback and corrections.
13.Use more time to provide explanations.
14.Provide many examples.
15.Reteach material when necessary.
16.Prepare students for independent practice.
17.Monitor students when they begin independent practice.
One element of Rosenshine’s principles is the layering up of conceptual understanding
within a lesson and over time.
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Rosenshine talks about layering up learning rather like an onion or a set of Russian dolls
where the teacher plans each activity to add another dimension to strengthen and
deepen the schemata.

So using an idea from the THEP History and geography curriculum project an example of
layering up understanding (this would be used in conjunction with other shape activities)
would be to show children a set of slides where properties of squares and non- squares
could be developed. This would work well for remote learning.
Slide Image
Purpose
1
What is this shape called? How do you know?
Example recognition and
Properties
2

What is this shape called? How do you know?

Example recognition and
Properties
NB only change is the size.

3

Is this a square?

Example recognition and
Properties
NB only change is the
colour

Can you explain your answer…….
This shape is a square because…….
This shape is not a square because…….

Justification and
vocabulary- recognition
and Properties
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4

What is this shape called?

Example recognition and
Properties
NB only change is the
orientation

5

What is this shape called?

Example recognition and
Properties
NB only change from the
previous slide is the size
and colour
Justification using
properties and key
language

6

Is this a square?

7

Can you explain your answer…….
This shape is a square because…….
This shape is not a square because…….
Is this a square?

Can you explain your answer…….
This shape is a square because…….
This shape is not a square because…….
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Is this a square?
Can you explain your answer…….
This shape is a square because…….
This shape is not a square because…….

Non Example
Example recognition and
Properties
Justification using
properties and key
language

Justification using
properties and key
language
NB here the texture has
changed but it still remain a
blue square

Justification using
properties and key
language
NB here there is no longer
a block of colour but it still
remains a square
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9

Is this a square?

Can you explain your answer…….
This shape is a square because…….
This shape is not a square because……

10

Is this a square?

Non-example
Justification using
properties and key
language
NB here the shape remains
blue, has 4 sides and 4
angles however the angles
and not right angles and
the sides are different
lengths
Reinforce Recognition and
Properties

Can you explain your answer…….
This shape is a square because…….
This shape is not a square because……
After this layered learning children will be able to complete these tasks, justifying with
the appropriate language.
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Mathematics over time
TEP would also recommend Schools consider developing conceptual understanding over
time. A good example is in Measures and Number-Scales and Number lines
• Horizontal
• Vertical
Thermometers
• 1 step intervals- Record the temperature, read the temperature from somewhere
else, what’s the difference
• Find the difference this week /last week, this month/last month
• 2 step intervals-Record the temperature, read the temperature from somewhere
else, what’s the difference
• Find the difference this week /last week, this month/last month
• 5 step intervals-Record the temperature, read the temperature from somewhere
else, what’s the difference
• Find the difference this week /last week, this month/last month
• Ten step intervals-Record the temperature, read the temperature from
somewhere else, what’s the difference
• Find the difference this week /last week, this month/last month
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Teachers in Autumn 2020 considered the theory to classroom could look like
Rosenshine’s criterion
Begin a lesson with
a short review of
previous learning
Present new
material in small
steps with student
practice after each
step.
Limit the amount of
material students
receive at one time
Give clear and
detailed instructions
and explanations
Ask a large number
of questions and
check for
understanding.

Small Difference Questions and I know… so…
In these tasks, there are small differences between questions
in a sequence. This draws children’s attention to key patterns and
ideas. If a question changes but the answer stays the same, how
can this be explained?
Small steps/ it’s nothing new

Modelled work with CPA and appropriate language

Which Answer? Agree or Disagree? and Correct or Incorrect:
Here, children need to spot correct responses and explain
mistakes that have been made, this deepens their understanding
by considering non-examples.
Explain the Mistakes: Common mistakes can be used so children
can understand key differences between correct and incorrect
thinking.
Provide a high level Varied Fluency
of active practice for
all students.
Guide students as
Next Step and Part-Complete Examples: These tasks break
they begin to
calculation procedures down into small steps. Children’s attention
practice.
is drawn to the key next step.
Think aloud and
model steps.

Next Step and Part-Complete Examples: These tasks break
calculation procedures down into small steps. Children’s attention
is drawn to the key next step.
Provide models of
Next Step and Part-Complete Examples: These tasks break
worked-out
calculation procedures down into small steps. Children’s attention
problems.
is drawn to the key next step.
Ask students to
Explain: For these prompts, children consider relationships,
explain what they
explain patterns and make generalisations. Sentence stems may
have learned.
be used to scaffold responses.
Check the responses Which Answer? Agree or Disagree? and Correct or Incorrect:
of all students.
Here, children need to spot correct responses and explain
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Provide systematic
feedback and
corrections
Use more time to
provide
explanations.
Provide many
examples

mistakes that have been made, this deepens their understanding
by considering non examples.
Explain the Mistakes: Common mistakes can be used so children
can understand key differences between correct and incorrect
thinking
Quizzes, Whiteboards, Mini plenaries

Next Step and Part-Complete Examples: These tasks break
calculation procedures down into small steps. Children’s attention
is drawn to the key next step.
Varied Fluency
Reteach material
Next Step and Part-Complete Examples: These tasks break
when necessary
calculation procedures down into small steps. Children’s attention
is drawn to the key next step.
Prepare students for Next Step and Part-Complete Examples: These tasks break
independent
calculation procedures down into small steps. Children’s attention
practice
is drawn to the key next step.
Monitor students
when they begin
independent
practice.
And then!
Extend and Multi-Skill: To answer these questions, children have
to work through a range of steps or use knowledge from different
parts of the maths curriculum. This type of activity deepens and
allows the adult assess the depth of understanding
How Many Ways? The ultimate challenge of these tasks is for
children to find all the possible answers to the question. For this,
a system is needed to know that every solution has been
identified.
Teachers identified a range of activities teachers could plan and children engage inContexts: Context examples are used to connect maths concepts to real world scenarios.
For example, Negative Numbers look at contexts where negative numbers are/are not
used.
Explain the Mistakes: Common mistakes can be used so children can understand key
differences between correct and incorrect thinking. For example, when developing
understanding of Angle, children explain mistakes when measuring an angle with a
protractor.
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Which Answer? Agree or Disagree? and Correct or Incorrect: Here, children need to spot
correct responses and explain mistakes that have been made, this deepens their
understanding by considering non examples.
Estimate: These tasks show the thought process behind making relatively accurate
estimates and asks children to consider the validity of their answers. The use of
estimation deepens understanding
Next Step and Part-Complete Examples: These tasks break calculation procedures down
into small steps. Children’s attention is drawn to the key next step.
Small Difference Questions and I know… so…
In these tasks, there are small differences between questions in a sequence. This draws
children’s attention to key patterns and ideas. If a question changes but the answer stays
the same, how can this be explained?
Explain: For these prompts, children consider relationships, explain patterns and make
generalisations. Sentence stems may be used to scaffold responses.
Different Ways and Rank by Difficulty: These tasks encourage children to use different
calculation techniques and compare strategies, deepening conversations.
Extend and Multi-Skill: To answer these questions, children have to work through a
range of steps or use knowledge from different parts of the maths curriculum. This type
of activity deepens and allows the adult assess the depth of understanding
How Many Ways? The ultimate challenge of these tasks is for children to find all the
possible answers to the question. For this, a system is needed to know that every
solution has been identified.
How can we close gaps? Recommendations by Year1 and 2 teachers
 Use Rosenshine’s criteria as an aide memoire
 Reactivate prior learning
 Small stepped learning planned
 Link with prior learning
 Engage through children’s interests eg Dinosaurs/ Fiction and Non-Fiction
 Adapt teaching and learning to children’s responses. Assessment For Learning.
Same day intervention. Leaving no one behind
 Use LTHC tasks
 Break learning sessions into smaller amounts of time
 Weave in Reasoning and Problem Solving to ensure all 3 National Curriculum aims
are taught.
 Identify, model and insist on appropriate language structures (THEP Year 1 and 2
Language –email Carolyn.Lindsay@the-partnership.org.uk)
 Identify cross curricular opportunities in other areas eg Science
 Revisit mathematical strands within other strands eg measures->Place value and 4
calculations
 Consider the long term plan for learning- we have a year!
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 The length and structure of each lesson
 How the children will be grouped / ‘sat’ / location
 Time to practice and consolidate other areas and previously taught language –
‘starters’
 Planning other areas of maths into a lesson - where pupils are revising / applying
learning
 The use of other adults
 Ensuring the children are doing most of the work
 What will be recorded / where
 How challenge for all is provided
“If we do not use concrete manipulations, then we cannot understand mathematics.
If we only use concrete manipulations, then we are not doing mathematics.”
Gu (2015)
Concrete manipulatives are essential learning tools, but if pupils use only concrete
resources, then they will become mechanics of maths, rather than mathematicians.
Switching through the three different modes develops and deepens understanding.

Take away/ Research task
• Plan a maths lesson/session (feel free to send it to Carolyn.Lindsay@thepartnership.org.uk if you want some additional suggestions/support)
• Deliver the lesson
• Get someone to take lots of photographs during the lesson and of the outcomes
• Be prepared to share! (Thank you in advance!)
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Examples of work from participating schools
Rohima
Malmesbury Primary School
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During the lesson, I presented the children with cubes. They noticed that we did not have
enough. During this stage, I immediately asked them to explain how they know this.
They used mathematical talk to explain how they knew that 5 cubes are not enough to
share with all 6 children. Children started with ‘I know that … and used because…..’ to
give their explanation.
I have also, given my interpretation of an answer incorrectly and then asked them to
explain why they agree or disagree.

*Begin a lesson with a short review of previous learning…..
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They loved the lesson and the build-up of it and
use of the questions as suggested on the plans
you sent over. I made sure it is all very practical
for the children. I ended up with children with
children building cube blocks like the picture
attached. They loved it. I went back and then got
the children to then use human sized Numicons
to order, to ensure they met their WALT.
I am now going to work on allowing children to
record in their own individual ways as they got a
little confused when it came to recording. We did
the lesson again from a different angle so that
there wasn't any obvious recording to do and I
quickly went over and spoke to children and asked them to explain their answers.
Impact
 Children were more independent, the steps had been smaller so they were able to
apply learning to new learning
 Found Rosenshine’s principles useful to organise planning
 Consolidation / Reactivation of understanding. The review was helpful as it allowed
early identification of children requiring pre-teaching TA’s were primed
 The focus on modelling, then children try with scaffolding and using manipulatives
meant that conceptual understanding was rapid and deeper
 Children were more engaged to find their own way of recording their own learning
 Resilience and motivation was higher
 Language of explanation, also using conceptual understanding to explain
 A greater number of children achieving
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Jack Rawlinson Osmani Primary School Rosenshine’s Criterion
. Provide a high level of active practise for all students
. Ask a large number of questions and check for understanding
. Think aloud and model steps
. Check the responses of all students
. Ask students to explain what they have learned
Lesson Focus: Number and place value – understanding numbers beyond ten.
To begin the lesson, the children were shown a large example of a ten frame on the
interactive whiteboard, displaying 7 of the boxes filled with a coloured circle. The children
were asked to identify the number and tell me something about it – using the bases of 0,
5 and ten and the speaking frames from previous lessons. The children were taught to
notice how many more or fewer numbers were in relation to 0,5,10. Children had time to
discuss the question in talk partners while the teacher and TA circulated the group to
listen in and guide discussions where necessary. Children were asked to feed back by the
TA selecting a lolly stick with a child’s name on.
(what is this number? How do you know? How many more that 0,5? How many fewer
than 10? How many more will make 10?)
We recapped how we know that when a ten frame is full, we know it will always contain 10. Thinking
aloud, I wondered how I would show a number that was more than 10 using ten frames. Children
suggested using another ten frame after some discussion.
(What number does this ten frame show? How do you know? What could we do to show a number
greater than 10?
I modelled having two blank ten frames, and counting one at a time as we filled them together – filling
rows of 5 and stopping to recognise that another 5 had indeed been made. We filled the ten frames
counting all the way to 20, paying attention to the fact that when we go beyond ten, the first frame
remains intact and untouched and the second frame increases by one counter each time.
(Questions – how do you know this is 5 by looking at the ten frame? How many more will we need to
make 5,10,15,20?, what happens to the first set of ten as we count beyond ten?)
We recapped how we know that when a ten frame is full, we know it will always contain 10. Thinking
aloud, I wondered how I would show a number that was more than 10 using ten frames. Children
suggested using another ten frame after some discussion.
(What number does this ten frame show? How do you know? What could we do to show a number
greater than 10?
I modelled having two blank ten frames, and counting one at a time as we filled them together – filling
rows of 5 and stopping to recognise that another 5 had indeed been made. We filled the ten frames
counting all the way to 20, paying attention to the fact that when we go beyond ten, the first frame
remains intact and untouched and the second frame increases by one counter each time.
(Questions – how do you know this is 5 by looking at the ten frame? How many more will we need to
make 5,10,15,20?, what happens to the first set of ten as we count beyond ten?)
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Overall, I think it was a useful exercise to consider how the Rosenshine principles are evident in existing
teaching and learning. I chose to look at 5 of the principles and was interested to find that they are
already embedded in the way that maths is taught in our school.
This year in particular, we have tried to ensure that there is a focus on children having a high level of
practise supported by quality use of questioning and modelling of language, which lends itself well to
the principles. I have tried to ensure that the manipulatives provided to support understanding are
available to children at all stages of learning, not just at the beginning stage. Children are able to use
them when discussing to support and clarify their thinking, as well as using them at the recording stage
of learning, to ensure that their ideas are focussed and accurate.
In addition, our school policy supports children using talk partners to regularly discuss stages of learning,
and the use of lolly sticks to feed back ensures that all children are equally likely to be asked to respond,
ensuring that TP discussions are indeed focussed.
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Nasima
Cyril Jackson Primary School
05.10.20
Aim: I can investigate, Context: POTM-Carrol diagram, Nrich
Today in maths we had another go at the NRich Carrol Diagram investigation to help
us compare numbers. We went outside and drew part-part wholes, number lines to
help us to sort out the numbers. Some of use used large Numicon on the Carroll Diagram,
this helped us to understand numbers better.

Azima: We have to
put 12 here?
Because it’s not
odd, it’s even and
it’s more than 10”

Ayyub: It’s 19 that’s
missing? Because
it’s less than 20 but
more than 10 and
it’s odd”

Fatima: it’s odd
because you can’t
share 5 equally”
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Impact
 Found Rosenshine’s principles useful to organise planning
 Consolidation / Reactivation of understanding. The review was helpful as it allowed
early identification of children requiring pre-teaching TA’s were primed
 The focus on small steps building on prior learning, modelling, then children try
with scaffolding and using manipulatives meant that conceptual understanding
was rapid and deeper
 Children were able to justify and reasoning more effectively as the learning steps
were smaller and the conceptual language was emphasised.
 Using indoor and outdoor maths meant that children were able to access the
learning faster as it mirrored the EYFS curriculum and approach
 Resilience and motivation was higher
 LTHC Task
 A greater number of children achieving
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Blended /remote learning. An example with thanks to Cubitt Town Infants and Blue
Gate Fields Infants for sharing.
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Lucy
St Agnes Catholic Primary School

Here is my maths lesson planned using the
Rosenshine table. I found that it made me think
about how the lesson would look when I am
teaching it.
This lesson was taught yesterday, hence the
slower response and it was very successful. The
children were really confident to do the work in
their books independently. They knew how to use
the resources given which was great.
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Developing language through effective Questions /Prompts
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What are you thinking?
How do you know?
How did you figure that out?
Why did you…..?
You wrote…..why? How did that help you?
I noticed that you stopped what you were doing just know /crossed something out.
What were you thinking?
Why did you change your mind/ answer?
I don’t know what you mean by that will you show me?
Will you show me with a picture/ with manipulatives?
Can you tell me/ show me what……means?
Are you sure of your answer? How do you know?
What do you notice?

Questions /prompts to avoid
• That’s right
• Good job
• What if you…..?
• You know that if you just….
• Remember what we did in class last week….
• And (what you’ve written) is just another way to say….
• Oh I see what you did. You…..
• Do you mean…?
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Shamima
Kobi Nazrul Primary School
Rosenshine’s focus:
• Give clear and detailed instructions and explanations
• Present new material in small steps with student practice after each step.
LO: To count on one more.
In today’s lesson children received a letter from Traction Man (this is part of our English
unit)

One Chilli Challenge
Children used a table labelled ‘first, then and now’ to
help them add one more
At the beginning of the lesson I modelled adding on
one more to a range of objects. We also used actions
to remember the phrase ‘one more’. Children then
went outside to hunt for the missing toys. The activity
was successful as children were able to come back to
class and say how many toys they had found. All were
able to say they had found one more.
Two Chilli Challenge group
Task: pick a card, place the counters on the table then add one
more. How many do you have altogether?
I have 4 now.
My number is 8.
Then I added
one more. Now
I have 9
altogether.
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I found one
more fish.

Three Chilli Challenge
Pick a card, say the number then add one more using the pasta.
The final step was to complete the number sentence .
‘ One more than ___ is ___.
Overall the lesson was a success! The following day we used ten frames and counters to
count on one more.
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Planned small steps are key to keeping the majority of the class together.
Number lines are used in mathematics in a range of ways-Measures, the 4 areas of
calculation, Number and place Value. They can also be used to support Reasoning and
Problem Solving. It is important to plan each small step in learning so that children can
use and apply to whatever area of mathematics. This method ensures children achieve.
The group have developed the key steps in the use of number lines
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Starters
Unnumbered lines
• Point and tell
• Give and take
• Fraction floor line
• Drawing jumps from 1
• Jumping patterns
The empty number line
• Printed or drawn number lines are suitable while children are learning the skills
needed to calculate mentally or on paper. However if children work too long with
numbered or marked lines they may continue to rely on those props long after
they are appropriate
• For this reason it is important to introduce empty number lines as soon as children
appear ready, particularly for when they are recording mental calculations
• Children need to spend time working on empty number lines alongside other lines,
before they are confident enough to rely on empty number lines.
• Even then they may want to revert to numbered or marked lines at times; they
need to be given opportunities and then encourage them back to empty lines
when they feel more confident.
• Important kills children need to hone before they can make good use of empty
number lines are
 Making jumps of different sizes, especially 1s, 2s, 5s, 10s.
 Moving confidently both forwards and backwards on the numbered line
 Using number complements to 10 and later to 20
 Breaking and recombining numbers (eg seeing 7 + 5 as 7 + 3 + 2 or 28 + 9
as 28 + 10 – 1
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Starters
Empty number lines
• Imaginary number lines
• Make a sum
• Counting patterns
• Collecting money
What does this lead to
• All aspects of measurement-scales
• Number and the number system-Counting, comparing and ordering
•
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Tahmina
Mowlem Primary School

Introduction:
After they have used the inequality
symbols, go over number bonds. Remind
the children of the number bonds they
came up with for number up to 10 and
point them to the working wall. Explain to
the children that they will be using the
inequality symbols to compare two
number bonds.
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Modelling:
Have the children in a circle. Use the scales and numicon to demonstrate how different
number bonds can be greater than or less than other number bonds. Use the number
bond cards from the display to create a comparative number sentence. E.G. 5 + 5 > 2 + 4.
Send tables 1, 2, 4 to practise with adult guidance.
Keep table 3 behind. Show them how they can work out the missing symbol e.g 5 + 5 __ 2
+ 6. Prompt the children to think about what they might do so they don’t forget the
answer to the number bonds (write them down underneath).
Activity:
Table 1, 2, 4: Have a set of scales per group. Let children take turns to practise working
out a comparative sentence. Prompt children to use language structures: 5 + 5 is greater
than 2 + 6.
Table 3: Have scales for them to practice. They then move on to having statements
where they fill in the missing symbols. They then create their own sentences.
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For this session, the Rosenshine criterion I focused on were: begin a lesson with a short
review of previous learning and present new material in small steps with student practice
after each step.
As the review content directly correlated with what the children were learning for this
lesson, it helped the children gain a better understanding. I was certain that they could
use the inequality symbols before they attempted comparing number bonds.
Overall the lesson focused mostly on the concrete and only the HA were able to get to
the abstract. While the children struggled with using the language structures, they were
able to understand the concept of comparing the number sentences by using the scales
and the numicon. They were able to see a concrete representation of what greater than
and less than looks like.
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Language development games that implicitly introduce or reinforce a range of
language.
Who’s left standing?
Children write a multiple of 2 0-25 on a piece of paper/post-it
Everyone stands, look at their number. They sit down if the number on their card is the
answer to
• 1 times 2
• 4 times 2
• 3 groups of 2
• 7 multiplied by 2
• 11 multiplied by 2
• 12 times 2
• 10 times 2
• 8 sets of 2
• 5 times 2
• 2 times 2
The winners are the children still standing with 12
• 9 lots of 2
on their piece of paper
Who’s left standing.
Add and subtract mentally, including a 2-digit number and tens.
• Provide children with a card with a 2-digit number
(74,27,29,45,78,63,56,30,52,43,61, 38)
• Everyone stands
• Look at the number on your card, sit down if the number on your card is the
answer to 44 plus 30
 57 minus 30
 The difference between 79 and 50
 10 more than 35
 38 add 40
 10 less than 73
 96 take away 40
 10 more than 20
 32 plus 20
 83 subtract 40
 91 minus 30
Reactivating prior learning- How would you sort these shapes?
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Science
Key to addressing gaps and missed learning is in planning. There is a range of support strategies but THEP
would recommend PLAN Knowledge Matrices https://www.planassessment.com/plan-knowledge-matricesteacher
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Working Scientifically

Examples of work across a unit
https://www.planassessment.com/teacher
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Looking specifically at the skill of observing & measuring in science:
Children explore the world around them.
They make careful observations to support identification, comparison and noticing
change.
They use appropriate senses, aided by equipment such as magnifying glasses or digital
microscopes, to make their observations.
They begin to take measurements, initially by comparisons, then using non-standard
units.
What opportunities are there to do this in the Seasonal Change unit?
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Science and Mathematics
Science provides opportunities to address Mathematics concepts often in a practical way
that moves conceptual understanding on. Getting to grips with graphs is an excellent
book, which in this case focuses on the visual and kinaesthetic learners, whilst developing
reasoning and problem solving skills through a practical approach.
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Wind socks, weather symbols and wind words!
Given the reported shortfall of language schools are encourage to take any opportunity
to develop language

The Vocabulary Thermometer for wind!

gales

wind

gust

storms

strong

mild

breeze

gentle

fierce
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Winter

Opportunities to consider cause and effect. A
skill which is used in most curricula.
The small toys made small track in the snow. Is
there a pattern which links the size of the toy
and the size of the track?
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Spring

Let’s get outside
between showers
to see where
Spring bulbs are
popping up!

It’s been windy
and rainy today. Is
it always windy
when it’s raining?
Let’s check the wind
sock and the rain
collector.
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Summer

How can we shelter
from the sun when
we’re outside playing?
What’s the best
material to use?
How can we test this?
What would we
measure or observe to
know which is the
best material?

Observe what happens if you leave different paper out in the sun with different
collections of summer leaves. Are there any patterns to what you observe?
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Help pupils to understand that there are choices:

The measuring kit bag –
what could you use to
measure the height of the
towers?
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Feedback from participants
Year 1 Mathematics session 2 (4.11.2020)
What words best describe this session?

THEP would like to thank the following schools and their teachers for
their contributions
 Cyril Jackson Primary School
 Kobi Nazrul Primary School
 Malmesbury Primary School
 Mowlem Primary School
 Osmani Primary School
 St Agnes Catholic Primary School
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